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Girl crush kpop vocals

Publisher: VOXSite: splice.comFormat: WAVQuality: 24-bit 44.1 kHz stereo JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please enable JavaScript or twitter.com browser to continue using it. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Publisher: VOX Site: splice.com Format: WAV Quality: 24 bits 44.1 kHz stereo Description: Girl Crush K-Pop Vocals female Korean and English
vocals, phrases, adlibs, tone and chopped vocal samples are a strong collection. As the popularity of K-Pop grew all over the world, I wanted to bring you a cool and strong female vocal selection with KPop elements. Inspired by many elements of hip-hop, trap and R&amp;B, Girl Crush is a subsegical of K-Pop. Dynamic but catchy melodies with vocal effects, sibilant sounds and intricable harmonies
instantly await you to grab your ear and attention at every opportunity. As a tribute to Blackpink, Everglow and G-IDLE, we hope to bring you the joy of Girl Crush style to inspire you and add a bright and confident womanly touch to your creations. Content : 217 LOOPS 117 ONE SHOTS Combining a great selection of rich vocal flavors and melodic loops &amp; Lofi rhythms, Deep Grooves &amp; Lofi Vocal
Neo soul showcases the best RnB &amp; Jazz fusion styles. Inspired by music by artists such as Hiatus Kaiyote, Erikah Badu, Kiefer, Yakul &amp; Nao, this pack also offers analog studio drums and percussion, upper rings, a percussion shot, grooving bass lines, ultra-chilled pianos, crackly Rhodes &amp; fusion synths to compliment this satin vocal collection. Browse a wide range of melodic loops, deep
Lofi grooves and creamy vocals. Wait for effortless forensicbs, Lofi rendered expression loops and a shot, as well as 4 full vocal hooks across 4 different BPMs. They are all tagged and delicately cut so they are ready to fall directly into your session. Instantly get inspired by the song beginnings, vocal harmonies stacks, impressive vocal melyzas and runs of this pack. Dig deep and trough hard. As described
in our Terms of Use, you may not use Jessy's name, picture or likeness without Jessy's clear written permission. Kinetic Electro-House Vocals is an exciting and unique collection of vocals recorded in collaboration with singer, multi-instrumentalist and producer Jessy Covets, her california hometown's great outdoors. Commonly recorded in an abandoned water tower in the Santa Monica Mountains, filled
with mobile recording equipment and materials such as metal chain connections, and using their own body, mouth and sound to find unique and inspiring ways to create natural room reverbs, this pack of unnaured spouses to process completely new sounds artistically. When I think recording vocals, outdoors or large echo chambers are not the first place that comes to mind, but this is very Was. Years of
professional use And the experience of vocal processing, Jessy pushes the boundaries of what is possible by combining her love outdoors with experimental processing. This vocal pack is synergic with interesting but useful singability. Despite its interesting origin, this package is designed with modern production in place. Completely bespoke loops and a shot for vocal pads and experimental sound
percussion chord advances, guitar, hook, lo-fi vocals, chopped and pitched loops, vocoders and synthesized risers with this palette. A Kinetic artist is by definition: active, vibrant, dynamic and energetic. As a talented songwriter, powerful vocalist and experienced producer in the same order, Jessy leave nothing on the table in this extraordinary collection of her own examples. As described in our Terms of
Use, you may not use FJØRA's name, picture or likeness without FJØRA's clear written permission. FJØRA UltraVox video game brings drops, top 40 drops, clear and dark waves, cinemetronic dreams on the electric dance floor (inside the club ... or in your bedroom) offering a pool of vocal hooks for all your ultra-pop needs. Named an unforgettable artist to watch by Rolling Stone, FJØRA is a
groundbreaking artist, producer, songwriter and composer. Growing up in Toronto with jazz sounds, instruments from around the world, classical compositions and Hollywood films, FJØRA, who grew up in his youth and early 20s, completed his master's degree in Commercial Music, Composition and Arranging in Nashville, TN, and completed his PhD in Music Composition (Film Scoring) at NYU. FJØRA
UltraVox is an inspiring vocal collection that sums up FJØRA's unique personal style. A huge collection of single shots including vocal loops and vocal hooks, fun advertising libs, lovingly rendered, ready to fall into production or cut vocals inspired by new creations. High-quality dry versions provide twisting and vocal processing in any way you can imagine. Glow | September 11th, 2020 | The 468.23 MB Girl
Crush K-Pop Vocals is a powerful collection of Korean and English vocal top lines, their implies, adlibs, pitched and chopped vocal samples. As K-Pop grows in popularity all over the world, I wanted to bring you a vocal selection of women whitewashing and looting strongly with a KPop twist. Inspired by many elements of Hip Hop, Trap and R&amp;B, Girl Crush is a subseit of K-Pop. Wait for vocal pulses,
warm hooks and dynamic but catchy melodies with complex harmonies that get your ear and attention at every turn. Counting a head that loves Blackpink, Everglow and G-IDLE, you hope to bring you Girl Crush-style joys, inspire and add creations with fierce and confident female edge. Written and sung by EJAE (Psycho author of Red Velvet); Edited and processed by Dominique and MDA. All the sounds
in this package are 100% royalty free and ready to hit. *Please note that this is just a vocal example Content: · 71 Dry &amp; Wet Vocal Hook (24 125BPM, 23 145BPM, 24 180BPM) · 51 Dry &amp; Wet Forensic Loops · 17 Broken Vocal Loops · 56 Dry and Wet Vocal Expressions · 10 Pitched &amp; Chopped Vocal Loops · 12 Whistle Loops · 4 Dry &amp; Wet Vocals Forensic One Shots · 24 Dry &amp;
Wet Gang Shouts · 39 Dry and Wet Vocal Effects · 34 Dry and Wet Vocal Expressions · 16 Dry &amp; Wet Vocals One Shot, 载址: Privacy This website uses cookies so we can offer you the best possible user experience. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as getting to know you when you return to our website and helping our team understand which parts of the
website you find most interesting and useful. Strictly Necessary Cookies Strictly Necessary Cookies should always be enabled so you can save your preferences for cookie settings. If you disable this cookie, we will not be cannot save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website, you must reactivate or disable cookies. As described in our LINNEY Vocal Pack Terms of Use, you may
not use LINNEY's name, picture or likeness without LINNEY's clear written permission. LINNEY's chilling voice is among the genres that showcase both its versatility and unique ability. Considered a star in the production by Indietronica, LINNEY's extraordinary singer-songwriter talent, drive-only, and abbreviated passion has won him repeated success. He won a John Lennon Songwriting Contest, who
was heard to have appeared in TV shows such as Music New Music Friday, mint, Dance Rising, Cardio, Best New Pop, Brand New Chill (Spotify Editorials), Finland, Ireland, Netherlands, Thailand, New Zealand Apple Music Charts and Riverdale (CW), Sabrina Chilling Adventures (Netflix), Ghosted : love (MTV) and more. The sharp and catchy lyrics known to him will be hard to get out of your head
(PopWrapped), several names the LA-based artist has collaborated with world-renowned electronics manufacturers Gareth Emery, Tritonal, Breathe Carolina and Project 46 love. The LINNEY Vocal Pack includes more than 200 piano and vocal hooks. Offering a mix of ethereal EDM Pop sensations, the sounds in this pack range from anthemic motifs drenched in nostalgia to celestial themes that strike you
directly from the heart and celestial themes that will make you believe in other worlds. From LINNEY, I hope this package inspires you to create some of the best business. From my heart to yours – enjoy it, explore – I can't wait to hear what it comes with! 167 LOOPS 60 SINGLE SHOT Gothika – Dark Pop Vocals As described in our Terms of Use, you may not use Harpy's name, image or likeness without
Hapry's clear written permission. Mixing lyrics 'in your feelings' with interesting, experimental FX rendering and creepy vocal hooks, Gothika - Dark Pop Vocals to users in a wide selection of twisted vocal synths ominous choirs, haunting delays, arched forensicbs, creepy pitched sounds, breathtaking effects and plate reverbs. Goth-Pop songwriter 'Harpy' evokes dark and beautiful melodies, thinging you
into his web like a black widow spider. Inspired by artists such as Grimes, FK Twigs, PVRIS, CHVRCHES and Purity Ring, this versatile package covers everything from spooky and sinister cinematic to dynamic power pop. Misery loved friendship, he actually enjoyed it. Come and join the party. 126 LOOPS 79 ONE SHOTS Girl Crush K-Pop Vocals Girl Crush K-Pop Vocals Is a powerful collection of
Korean and English vocal top lines, statements, adlibs, pitched and chopped vocal samples. As K-Pop grows in popularity all over the world, I wanted to bring you a vocal selection of women whitewashing and looting strongly with a KPop twist. Inspired by many elements of Hip Hop, Trap and R&amp;B, Girl Crush is a subseit of K-Pop. Wait for vocal pulses, warm hooks and dynamic but catchy melodies
with complex harmonies that get your ear and attention at every turn. Counting a head that loves Blackpink, Everglow and G-IDLE, you hope to bring you Girl Crush-style joys, inspire and add creations with fierce and confident female edge. Written and sung by EJAE (Psycho author of Red Velvet); Edited and processed by Dominique and MDA. All the sounds in this package are 100% royalty free and
ready to hit. 217 LOOPS 117 SINGLE SHOT Alice Aera – Vocal Honey You may not use Alice Aera's name, image or likeness without Alice's clear written permission, as described in our Terms of Use. Alice Aera be captivated by sweet and smooth sensual shades - Vocal Honey. With a voice addictive enough to deal with billboard-heavy hitters like Kehlani, Ella Mai and Ariana Grande, Alice Aera
commands her own vocal identity with a perfect mix of gentlely femaleist vocal heroism and daring emotional performances. Expect to find modern Pop processing from this collection's delicious nectar of exquisite sound hooks, statements, sloping and chopped loops, vocal synths and melodic forensic textures ready to put your tracks on the charts. 150 LOOPS 19 ONE SHOTS Links Demo Preview:
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